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A Number Fun Quick Link Guide for:

White Rose Maths

Click the Video Thumbnail
The hyperlink will take you to this song’s 
page on the Number Fun Portal   
(Note: You will need to log into the Number 
Fun Portal to access each song’s resources.)

Click the Icon Thumbnail to hyperlink to this 
resource in the Number Fun online Shop 

Click the Concept Teaching Video 
Thumbnail to hyperlink directly to the video

Hyperlinks:

Here is a quick reference guide to help you link the White Rose Planning with the Number Fun Resources.   

This document contains hyperlinks to:
Key Number Fun Song Video – the ideal video to help children begin to explore this small step.

Additional Number Fun Links – additional resources to support and extend the learning within this small step.

Check out our Guide to using Number Fun Videos and Portal effectively.  Many Number Fun videos are accompanied by 
Teacher Ideas Packs, designed to provide creative games and activities to support the teaching of each objective.  

For information about all the Number Fun Training, Consultancy and Resources visit: www.numberfun.com.

Year: 

Measurement: Time

Summer Term 2022: 

Block: Weeks: to

https://numberfun.com/shop/
http://numberfunportal.com/
https://numberfunportal.com/using-portal-effectively/
http://www.numberfun.com
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Year: 

Measurement: Time

Summer Weeks: to

Small Steps

1: O’clock and half  past

2: Quarter past and quarter to

Top Number Fun Shop Suggestions

Top Number Fun Warm-Up Suggestions

All shop suggestions are downloads 
unless highlighted otherwise.

Clock Cards 2 
(5-minute intervals) 

This PDF is the second of two sets 
of Clock Cards featuring analogue 

clock faces.  This set includes 
images for 5, 10, 20, 25, 35, 40, 50 

& 55 minutes past each hour.

Clock Cards 1
(o’clock, halves & quarters) 
This PDF is the first of two sets of 
Clock Cards featuring analogue 
clock faces.  This set includes 

images of each o’clock, half past the 
hour, quarter to and quarter past the 

hour.

Clock Cards 1
(o’clock, halves & quarters) 
This PDF is the first of two sets of 
Clock Cards featuring analogue 
clock faces.  This set includes 

images of each o’clock, half past the 
hour, quarter to and quarter past the 

hour.

January, February is a memory 
song to help children remember 
the months of the year in order.

31 Days in January helps 
children remember and recall 
how many days there are in 
each month, including how 

many days in February during a 
leap year.

These videos focus on telling 
the time at o’clock and at half 

past the hour.  Pause and 
reason as appropriate.

This video focuses on telling 
the time at a quarter to and past 
the hour.  Pause and reason as 

appropriate.

https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks68_tick_tock_half_past/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks17_tick_tock_quarters/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks67_tick_tock_oclock/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks18_january_february/
https://numberfun.com/product/5-minute-intervals/
https://numberfun.com/product/clock-cards-1-oclock-halves-quarters/
https://numberfun.com/product/clock-cards-1-oclock-halves-quarters/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk47_31_days_in_january/
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5: Telling the time to 5 minutes

6: Telling the time to the minute

3: Months and years

4: Hours in a day

Year: 

Measurement: Time

Summer Weeks: to

31 Days in January helps 
children remember and recall 
how many days there are in 
each month, including how 

many days in February during a 
leap year.

Marlene has written Honest Joe 
a song to help him learn all the 
facts he needs to know about a 
year.  Facts include the number 

of days, weeks and months.

Verse 1 of this memory song 
helps children remember that 

there are:
60 seconds in a minute,

60 minutes in a hour,
24 hours in a day... 

time ticks away.

This video from the 5-7 phase 
focuses on telling the time in 5 
minute intervals.  Use a verse 
or the imagery from a verse 

to begin your exploration of 5 
minute intervals.

Clock Cards 
(5-minute intervals) 

This PDF is the second of two sets 
of Clock Cards featuring analogue 

clock faces.  This set includes 
images for 5, 10, 20, 25, 35, 40, 50 

& 55 minutes past each hour.

You may find this ‘extra’ video 
helpful for children in exploring 

how analogue clocks are 
constructed and read.  The 60 
golf balls in the video represent 

the minutes in an hour.  Can 
you create your own enormous 
clock? (Video is located at the 

bottom of the linked page)

https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk91_the_year/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk47_31_days_in_january/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks16_counting_time/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks79_tick_tock_5_minute_intervals/
https://numberfun.com/product/5-minute-intervals/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks17_tick_tock_quarters/
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8: 24-hour clock

9: Finding the duration

7: Using a.m. & p.m.

10: Comparing durations

Year: 

Measurement: Time

Summer Weeks: to

Rock the Clock introduces 
children to the 24-hour clock and 

includes visualisation of both 
analogue and digital clocks.

In this video children are 
challenged to calculate how 

much time is left before tea is 
ready.  We know what the time 
is, and Mum tells us what time 

the apple crumble will be ready... 
so how long will we have to 
wait?  Pause and reason as 

appropriate.

Return to this video and jot 
down the start and end times.  
Calculate again the duration of 

each wait.  Now take all four start 
and end times and record them 
on number lines.  Which was 

the longest wait?  Can you order 
the durations and calculate the 

differences between them?

Pause this Party Time video at certain 
points in the video and highlight the 
digital time that is displayed on the 
screen.  How does this relate to the 
analogue clock?  Do we know if the 

party is happening in the afternoon or 
the evening?  What clues are we looking 
for?  What could Dave add to the video 

to help you?

https://numberfunportal.com/resources/uk40_rock_the_clock/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk45_party_time/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk46_the_rumble/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk46_the_rumble/
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11: Start and end times

12: Measuring time in seconds

Year: 

Measurement: Time

Summer Weeks: to

Set up your own stories about tea-time.  
Encourage children to create their own 
problems.  This time you’d like them to 

state either the start or the end time and 
also the length of wait.  For example, ‘It’s 
4:45 and tea will be an hour and twenty 
minutes.  What time will tea be ready?’
Children solve each other’s problems.

During Lockdown 1, in 2020, Dave presented a daily Number Fun Live broadcast on YouTube.  
This compilation video shows Dave in different animal costumes tackling the opposites race 

track.  Watch one circuit, pausing and discussing the timing in the top right hand corner.  
Gather the data from the other animals.  Create a table to mirror the table in the fluency 
section for this small step.  1:25 = 85 seconds etc.  Which animal was fastest?  By how 

many seconds was he the fastest?  Who was slowest?  Is it easier to read time in minutes or 
seconds?

Your children might enjoy watching Dave and Cheeky Monkey’s attempt at the end of the 
video - Dave gets very wet!

https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk46_the_rumble/
https://youtu.be/vvq_HuqCyjY

